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Product Brochure

ONE UP Floor Care Products
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ONE UP Floor Care Systems have been developed over the years to be the stateof-the-art specialty hard surface floor treatment products available today.
Started in the 1980’s as the first high speed floor care system under the brand
name “Solar System”, the product line has evolved into one of the most
complete programs available today. ONE UP will cover low speed, high speed,
ultra high speed and no machine floor care maintenance. We can create a
program that matches your expectations as well as your material and
labor budget.
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Developed for conventional and high speed floor maintenance, these
formulations are designed to enable the end user to maintain commercial
flooring in the most efficient and safest way possible. Seal Shield
creates a protective film and builds the proper base. No matter if you
have a low or high speed floor machine, or no machine at all, Multi Speed
Floor Finish is adaptable to your equipment and maintenance procedures.
Rehab and Restorer allow you to clean and burnish large areas with
a mop or an auto-scrubber. Maintain that perfect floor with Film Free
Neutral Cleaner.
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Great Products - Great Price - Great Service
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If you do not see the product you need on out site yet call us we have it.

MEGATRON ULTIMATE FLOOR CARE SYSTEM
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Using state-of-the-art mega or “heavy polymer” technology, this floor care system will allow
you to achieve the highest level of gloss that you have ever seen, from the first coat to the
last, even before it is burnished. Use either Ultratron or Megatron on high visibility, high
traffic floors where appearance is key. Mega-Clean, with its aggressive neutral pH, will clean the
floor so none of the damaging soils will turn the floor yellow or dingy. Mega-Buff is the easiest
way to clean, polish and rehab any floor in one easy operation. If you ever have to strip,
Ultra-Strip is one of the strongest products available on the market today.

Mega-Strip ultra powerful, aggressive emulsifying stripper
is highly active and fast acting. It has superior stripping
efficiency that translates into enormous labor savings. Its
low foaming formulation ensures a quick clean-up adding
yet another time and cost saver. Rated for 20 plus coats,
it is the only stripper
to use on 2 year
cycles or other difficult
stripping operations.
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MEGA-CLEAN
NEUTRAL
FLOOR CLEANER
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Megatron Floor Finish is designed for high traffic, high visibility
floors. Because it dries to such a high level of gloss, you can
start with a floor looking its best from the very first coat. Its initial
clarity and UV resistance prevent yellowing and premature
stripping. For use on vinyl, vinyl asbestos, asphalt tile, rubber,
linoleum, terrazzo, etc.
When used with the
companion ONE UP Floor
Care products, 2 year strip
cycles are attainable!

MEGA-STRIP
AGGRESSIVE STRIPPER
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MEGATRON
FLOOR FINISH

Mega-Clean is formulated
to really clean high
gloss floors. With a
pH just above neutral,
it has the alkaline punch
to remove soil but not dull the gloss of the finish. In usedilution, it closely matches the pH of the finish. Mega-Clean
is the finest cleaner available for high traffic, high gloss floors.
Formulated with a pleasant odor counteractant that leaves a
refreshing clean scent in the area after use.

Except for extremely
heavy build-up, very
little machine agitation
is necessary. Simply
mop on and wet vac
or mop off.

MEGA-BUFF
GLOSS
RESTORER

Mega-Buff is a remoisturizing concentrate and is formulated
to allow the burnishing
process to repair existing coating. It can be used as a spray buff with high speed
or low speed floor machines. It can also be used with an
automatic scrubber or finish applicator for a labor saving
cleaning and burnishing operation.

ONE UP
Floor Care - The Original Hig
visibility floors that require a durable high gloss coating that responds to a variety
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of floor care techniques and different speed floor machines. It’s exceptionally durable
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Multi-Speed Floor Finish - Multi-Speed Floor Finish is designed for high traffic, high

and extremely slip resistant. When used with the companion One Up Floor Care products
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your floors will never look better. For use on vinyl, vinyl asbestos, asphalt tile, rubber,
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linoleum, tile, etc.

Hypertron - Hypertron® Floor Coating is designed for high traffic, high visibility floors. Because it dries to such a high level
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of gloss, you can start with a floor looking its best from the very first coat. For use on vinyl, vinyl asbestos, asphalt tile, rubber,
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linoleum, terrazzo, etc. When used with the companion ONE UP Floor Care products your floors will never look better.

Ultratron - Ultratron Floor Coating is designed for high traffic, high visibility floors.
Because it dries to such a high level of gloss, you can start with a floor looking its
best from the very first coat. For use on vinyl, vinyl asbestos, asphalt tile, rubber,
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linoleum, terrazzo, etc. When used with the companion ONE UP Floor Care products
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your floors will never look better.

Opiticon - Opticon® Floor Coating is designed for use on vinyl, vinyl asbestos, asphalt tile, rubber, linoleum, terrazzo, etc. It performs

will never look better.
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very well in high traffic areas with reduced daily maintenance. When used with the companion ONE UP Floor Care products your floors

Seal Shield - Seal Shield Protective Floor Sealer forms a barrier that prevents harmful material from penetrating and permanently
damaging the base floor. It is a semi-permanent water clear seal that is guaranteed not to darken with age. Contains no solvents and
is therefore ideal for use on resilient floors such as asphalt tile, vinyl asbestos, vinyl, linoleum, rubber, etc.
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gh Speed Floor Care System
Restorer - Restorer Gloss Refinisher is a unique resurface emulsion concentrate and is formulated to add a layered toughness to
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immediately. Buff when dry or the next day. Ideal for application prior to buffing with propane
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the existing coating, and replenish any finish worn away by abrasive foot traffic. It dries to a gloss so buffing need not be accomplished
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and battery operated machines and electrics.

Rehab - Rehab Universal Floor Restoration Compound is a unique technology
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designed to restore your floors to their original or better gloss and durability, and makes

the floor one of the most slip resistant surfaces in your building. It can be used on
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any floor finish with any speed floor machine.

Film Free - Film Free Neutral Cleaner is a unique product made especially for maintaining the super high gloss floors possible with
the One Up Floor Care program. Formulated at a neutral pH of 7 so as to remove soil without penetrating the finish or affecting its
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gloss and compounded with completely free rinsing detergents so as not to leave a dulling film or haze. It actually restores the luster
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of floors that have started to dull.

Ultra Strip - Do you have stripping jobs that you know will be trouble right from the
start? You know if it isn’t done right the first time you will have to strip again and spend
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more of your valuable labor time. Does your staff think more product means stronger?

Re-Emulsifier - Re-Emulsifier Floor Finish Stripper will solubilize finishes to their original
liquid state. Stripping is accomplished without the mess and cost of repeat applications.

Through advanced technology this product allows you to let the chemical do the work. Except for extremely heavy buildup very little
machine agitation is necessary. Simply mop on and wet vac or mop off.

Specialized Cleaners & Polishes

odors associated with a variety of sources. Because it mixes readily with water it
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can be added to mopping solutions, rug shampoos, etc. When diluted with water it
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Lemon Deodorizer - A water soluble lemon scented deodorizer that will neutralize
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is effective as a space spray wherever odors are a problem.
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Furniture Polish - A lemon scented furniture polish for use on fine wood, metal,
leather, vinyl and plastic furniture, linoleum desk tops, wood paneling, office
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equipment, appliances, etc. Leaves a hard, dry, high-gloss, long-lasting protective
film. Packaged in non-aerosol containers for additional savings.
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Stainless Steel - One easy application cleans, polishes and protects stainless
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steel, chrome and other decorative metals. Removes stains, smears, spills, finger
marks, smudges, etc. Dries to a non-oily, non-smearing, long-lasting protective film.
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Protective Coating - Restores leather and vinyl surfaces to new looking condition.
Protects against oxidation and dry rot. For manual cleaning, beautifying and
extending the life of vinyl, leather and rubber on automobiles, SUVs, trucks, buses,
ambulances and other vehicles.

Multi-Speed

Mega-Clean

Mega-Strip

Odor...............................................................................Low
Appearance.........................................Clear, water blue liquid
pH........................................................................11.7 +/- 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................0.970 +/- 0.5
Dilution.......................................................................1-1/1-8
Flash Point.....................................................................None
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Restorer

Odor................................................................Extremely Low
Appearance.........................................................Milky Liquid
pH........................................................................11.5 +/- 0.5

Seal Shield

Odor.................................................................................Low
Appearance..........................................................White liquid
pH..........................................................................8.5 +/- 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.020 +/- 0.5
Coverage......................................2,000-2,500 sq. ft. per gal.
Flash Point.....................................................................None

Ultratron

Odor.................................................................................Low
Appearance..........................................................White liquid
pH..........................................................................8.5 +/- 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.020 +/- 0.5
Av. Coverage..................................2000-2500 sq. ft. per gal.
Flash Point.....................................................................None
Solids..............................................................................25%

Furniture Polish

Appearance.................................................Viscous, light tan
Odor............................................................................Lemon
pH..............................................................................7.5+0.5
Flash Point...............................................Greater than 1000F
Specific Gravity..................................................0.910+0.005

Protective Coating
Appearance..........................................................Milky liquid
Odor..........................................................................pleasant
Specific Gravity................................................1.010 ± 0.005
pH.....................................................................................7.0
Viscosity................................................................Water Thin

Stainless Steel Cleaner
Appearance...........................................Green Viscous Liquid
Odor..........................................................................Pleasant
Specific Gravity................................................0.970 + 0.005
pH..............................................................................6.5+0.5
Flash Point.....................................................None to boiling
Solubility..............................................................Emusifiable
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Odor.................................................................................Low
Appearance..........................................................White liquid
pH............................................................................8.5 + 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.020 +/- 0.5
Flash Point.....................................................................None
Non-Volatile.....................................................................23%

Ultra-Strip
Odor...............................................................................Butyl
Appearance..........................................................Clear Liquid
pH........................................................................12.0 +/- 0.5
Specific Gravity..............................................................0.955
Density (lbs/gallon)............................................7.95 +/- 0.05
Flash Point..................................................................>1490F
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Rehab

Odor.......................................................Pleasant Spring Like
Appearance...........................................................Clear liquid
pH..........................................................................11.0 + 0.5
Specific Gravity....................................................1.030 + 0.5
Coverage....................................Min. 40,000 sq. ft. per quart
Flash Point.....................................................................None
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Megatron

Re-Emulsifier

Odor...............................................................................Butyl
Appearance..................................................................Yellow
pH........................................................................13.0 +/- 0.5
Specific Gravity....................................................1.01 +/- 0.5
Dilution................................................................1-1/1-3/1-5
Flash Point.....................................................................None
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Odor...............................................................................Clear
Appearance................................................Clear, green liquid
pH........................................................................11.0 +/- 0.5
pH “in use” dilution................................................9.0 +/- 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.020 +/- 0.5
Foaming..................................................................Moderate
Flash Point.....................................................................None
Biodegradability.......................................................Complete

Odor.................................................................................Low
Appearance................................................Super white liquid
pH............................................................................8.0 + 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.029 +/- 0.5
Flash Point.....................................................................None
Solids Content.................................................................23%
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Mega-Buff
Odor.........................................................Pleasant spring like
Appearance.......................................................Opaque liquid
pH............................................................................9.0 + 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.030 +/- 0.5
Av. Coverage..............................Min. 10,000 sq. ft. per quart
Flash Point.....................................................................None

Opticon®
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Odor.................................................................................Low
Appearance..........................................................White liquid
pH............................................................................8.0 + 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.017 +/- 0.5
Flash Point.....................................................................None
Solids Content.................................................................20%
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Hypertron®

Odor.................................................................................Low
Appearance..........................................................White liquid
pH..........................................................................8.5 +/- 0.5
Specific Gravity..................................................1.020 +/- 0.5
Coverage......................................2,000-2,500 sq. ft. per gal.
Flash Point.....................................................................None
Non-Volatile.......................................................................3%
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Film-Free
Odor........................................................................Sassafras
Appearance............................................................Blue liquid
pH............................................................................7.0 + 0.5
Specific Gravity.....................................................1.010 + 0.5
Flash Point.....................................................................None
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ONE UP is a division of:
The Bullen Companies • Folcroft, PA 19032 • tel 610-534-8900 • fax 610-534-8912 • www.oneupfloorcare.com

